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TUI is committed to sustainability

The TUI GROUP has made a commitment to 
sustainable tourism. The basis of this commit-
ment is its new strategy for the coming years 
leading up to 2020.

You can find more information on page 2,  
via the QR code and at  
www.tui-sustainability.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eYRMZRXOVE
http://www.tui-sustainability.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eYRMZRXOVE
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SUSTAINABILITY: TUI HAS 
AMBITIOUS GOALS
Without an intact environment, extraordinary travel experiences are not an 

option. TUI has reflected this belief in its company strategy for over 25 years. 

That’s why in 1990 TUI was the first travel company ever to employ an Envi-

ronment and Sustainability Manager. The new TUI sustainability strategy has 

set our course for the years leading up to 2020.

Sustainability strategy: „Better Holidays, Better World“

Tourism is experiencing worldwide growth. The annual rate of expansion is currently  
higher than three per cent. The TUI GROUP is aware that growth not only provides 
great opportunities, but also brings ecological and social challenges in its wake. The TUI 
GROUP’s sustainability strategy for the years 2015 to 2020 offers answers that will  
above all minimise negative outcomes and make the most of the positive effects: 

• Reduce carbon intensity: The TUI GROUP has set itself the target of reducing the carbon 

intensity of its operations. The key factor is air traffic, which is the root cause of around 80 

per cent of the group’s carbon footprint. We’re on the right track: In 2015, TUI Airlines emit-

ted 10 per cent less CO
2
 per passenger kilometre  than in 2007. This value should drop by 

a further 10 per cent by 2020. We are taking significant steps in achieving this by investing 

millions in the most efficient aeroplanes, such as the Boeing 787 Dreamliner – specific CO
2
 

emissions from this aircraft are up to 20 per cent lower than those of comparable models. 

• Celebrating positive changes: It goes without saying that the local communities of  

holiday destinations should profit from tourism – for example, with the creation of jobs,  

an increase in affluence and new educational opportunities. In order to achieve this, the  

TUI GROUP is establishing world-class sustainability standards across its own TUI hotels 

and concept partner hotels – our hotel suppliers are also contractually committed to uphold 

binding ecological and social standards.

• Achieve pioneering work: As one of the world’s leading tourism groups, the TUI GROUP 

has the responsibility and the opportunity to take on a pioneering role for sustainable 

tourism and to develop this further through innovation. A key area is research on the effects 

of tourism and into new 

environmental technologies. 

The TUI GROUP will share its 

results with the entire industry 

so that everyone can profit 

from this insight. 

Climate-conscious growth at TUI

Source: TUI

Sustainability strategy 
2015–2020: Better Holi-
days, Better World

Find more on this topic at 

www.tui-sustainability.com
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While the turnover of the TUI GROUP 
has grown in the past five financial years 
to a total of 20.01 million euros, its CO

2
 

emissions sank by 140,000 tonnes to 
6.89 million tonnes – mainly thanks 
to investments in new environmental 
technologies.

Indexing 2010/11 = 100 %

http://www.tuigroup.com/damfiles/default/tuigroup-15/de/nachhaltigkeit/TUI-Group-Better-Holidays-Better-World-strategie_DE-c6db52b5d6d6dd825083fd4979102432.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eYRMZRXOVE
http://www.tui-sustainability.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-eYRMZRXOVE
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES: TUSCANY 
PROJECT OFFERS PROSPECTS FOR 
LOCAL RESIDENTS
Europe’s rural areas are often cut off from economic development. For these 

structurally disadvantaged regions, tourism can sometimes offer unique pros-

pects – a good example of this is the TUI Castelfalfi resort in Tuscany.

Combating rural migration with new prospects

Tuscany has a romantic air about it. Sparsely populated and shaped by centuries-old 
communities, the region situated beyond the cities of Pisa and Florence is particularly  
dependent on agriculture. Wine making and the production of olive oil are among the 
most significant sources of income. Challenges to the region include youth unemployment 
rates of up to 40 per cent and a rural exodus. Not so long ago, the village of Castelfalfi 
was a good example of this problem. In 2007, there were only a handful of residents living 
there. With no functioning infrastructure and no prospects of new jobs being created, the 
area was at risk of being completely abandoned.

Since then, Castelfalfi has experienced something of a renaissance. In close cooperation 
with the authorities in the area, the TUI GROUP acquired approximately 1,100 hectares 
of land, including a castle dating back to the Early Middle Ages. Since 2012, the travel 
group has made it its mission to rebuild this cultural gem. Local stakeholders have been 
involved in the project from its outset: 

• Infrastructure: The TUI GROUP has invested 185 million euros in the project so far, with 

money going towards new water and sewage infrastructure as well as the renovation of all 

main buildings and the listed castle buildings from the 11th Century. Further investments 

amounting to 65 million euros are to follow, in the form of a five-star hotel – the first hotel 

of any kind to be built in this region of Tuscany in 20 years.   

• Jobs: Today, with around 140 direct employees on site the TUI GROUP is 
the largest employer in the region. Added to that is the creation of several 
hundred indirect jobs. Young people in particular are benefiting from the 
education opportunities and prospects offered by the tourism group.  
For example, the star-rated head chef of the new castle restaurant, 
Michele Rinaldi, is only 32 years old.

• Agriculture: Castelfalfi is more than just a tourism project. The agricultural 
land has been restored, thousands of new olive trees have been planted 
and a new 17-hectare area has been set up for ecological wine-making. 
This allows for the project to be self-sufficient in many areas: Semolina 
and wheat from the 250 hectares of farmland is used in the TUI kitchens; 
60 per cent of the raw materials for the biomass power plant, which sup-
plies the site with energy, come from its own land.. 

The TUI GROUP’s commitment to sustainability is valued by the local 
community. The German travel group is proud to be a partner working in a 
region so steeped in history.

Pisa Florence

Castelfal�
Sienna

Find out more about this TUI project at  

www.castelfalfi.co.uk

Political support

“The construction of a five-star hotel in Castelfalfi 
represents the next important milestone in the 
development of Castelfalfi – a further leap forward 
for a project that has not only breathed new life 
into an abandoned village and revitalised agriculture 
in the area, but has also qualitatively increased its 
reputation as an international destination. As mayor 
I am overwhelmingly proud of this development and 
this project that has put the entire Montaione region 
on the map.” 

Paolo Pomponi,  
Mayor of Montaione  
municipality

www.castelfalfi.co.uk
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH:  
NASA, BOEING AND HELMHOLTZ  
AS KEY TUI PARTNERS  
Research and development play a significant role in ensuring sustainable, 

eco-efficient growth in the tourism industry. As one of the world’s leading 

tourism groups, TUI plays an active role.   

New technologies tested with Boeing and NASA

The TUI GROUP has collaborated with aircraft manufacturer Boeing as well as NASA to 
test the suitability of new environmental technologies for air travel. The TUI GROUP has 
made a Boeing 757 from its Thomson Airways airline exclusively available for this pur-
pose. The project:

•  Research: Among other things, the aircraft has been used to test new insect-repellent 

coatings for aeroplane wings. This is because even the smallest particles can have an effect 

on the air currents – leading to an increase in fuel consumption and higher CO
2
 emissions. 

Other key areas of research include optimising the aerodynamics of the vertical stabiliser 

and using green diesel.

•  Free access: The research results help the entire aviation industry in building new, more 

efficient aircraft – NASA publishes all of its test results except those with Boeing patents. 

•  Recycling: After completing these test flights, the TUI aeroplane was recycled. In total, 

we were able to reuse 90 per cent of our aircraft parts. This is a world first that is of great 

significance for the aviation industry as a whole – after all, over 13,000 aeroplanes will be 

decommissioned in the next 20 years.

Environmental research on TUI Cruises

A further research partnership has been created between TUI Cruises and the environmen-
tal researchers from the Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht, Germany. The “Mein Schiff 3” car-
ries an atmospheric measuring device on its voyages that can be used to determine the 
concentration of quicksilver in the atmosphere, enabling us to draw conclusions about the 
causes of pollutants. This allows us to build up an unparalleled set of data. The measure-

ments are part of an EU project with the long-term goal 
of establishing a global quicksilver monitoring system.

Moreover, a measuring device known as a FerryBox col-
lects data on the journeys made by the Mein Schiff 3 by 
sucking in seawater and analysing its pH value, and salt, 
oxygen and chlorophyll contents. The results are transmit-
ted in real time to the Helmholtz-Zentrum and entered 
into a freely accessible database. Researchers from all 
over the world are already using the results for a range 
of purposes including comprehensive observation and 
modelling systems of coastal waters.

1st  

year
Preparation time

8  

employees
in the Helmholtz- 
Zentrum                   

1 
environmental

officer 

on board

15.6 

million litres
seawater analysed  
per year

1,440 

minutes
analysed per day
according to nine
parameters

102,480  

nautical miles
covered since June 
2014; the route encom-
passes these regions:

North Sea

Baltic Sea

The Mediterranean

The Canaries

The Caribbean

Mein Schiff 3 as an environ-
mental laboratory – the figures:
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360°-ANALYSIS: EFFECTS OF 
TOURISM UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
Increasing numbers of tourists represent great economic opportunities for the 

target regions, but they also pose ecological and social challenges. The effects 

are often disputed. In co-operation with PwC and the Travel Foundation, the 

TUI GROUP ran a pilot study to measure the impact of 60,000 TUI guests 

visiting Cyprus. Through studies like this, TUI wants to gain new insights and 

provide recommendations for action, e.g. for destination and hotel managers.

A world first: A holistic approach to measuring the effects of tourism

Key figures such as turnover or guest numbers are ubiquitous in the travel industry. But 
they are not enough on their own to be able predict the sustainability of the sector. That’s 
why in 2014 the TUI GROUP collaborated with PwC and the British Travel Foundation in 
Cyprus to use a new, holistic method called Total Impact Measurement and Management 
or TIMM for short. The first step in this process was to quantify and evaluate the eco-
nomic, fiscal, social and ecological consequences of tourism.

Significantly positive effects below the line

The TIMM study focuses on eight TUI hotels in Cyprus with 60,000 guests in 2013. The 
total benefits amount to 46 million euros. This value exceeds the negative consequences, 
such as the environmental cost of tourism, around 2.3 million euros, many times over. CO

2
 

emissions and waste disposal are the factors that have the biggest negative impact. These 
effects can be alleviated through targeted environmental management, e.g. by increasing 
the recycling quota. 

Successful destinations require good tourism policies

The study provides tangible recommendations for promoting sustainable development in 
the target countries. These include creating and supporting local supply chains and part-
nerships between the authorities and travel companies, particularly in relation to environ-
mental and species protection as well as the preservation of local culture. In order to push 
through such measures and promote the positive effects of tourism, the TUI GROUP will 
invest 10 million euros per year by 2020 worldwide into projects relevant to these issues, 
partly via the TUI Care Foundation.

Positive overall balance for TUI in Cyprus 
(in euros, per guest per night)

+58.70 €

+24.90 €
+4.50 €

-4.10 €

=84.00 €
per guest
per night

Economy: Wages, investment, pro�ts

Taxes: Incl. pro�t tax, VAT, income tax, 
social security

Society: Incl. training and further 
education, public infrastructure

Environment: Incl. greenhouse gas 
emissions, waste disposal, land usage

Key figures for tourism in Cyprus, 2014

Source: WTTC

Direct contribution 
to GDP

1.11 bn € = 7.0 %

Total contribution  
to GDP:

3.40 bn € = 21.3 %

Investments: 247.6 m € = 12.3  %

Direct  
employment:

28,000 jobs = 7.7 %

Total  
employment:

82,500 jobs = 22.6 %

of all capital investments

TUI study clip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUBQor_8LQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUBQor_8LQ4
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MEXICO:  
GROWTH AND PROSPERITY 
THROUGH INVESTMENT IN TOURISM
Mexico is growing in significance for Germany. Direct investment is increasing, 

the two governments are collaborating more closely than ever and increasing 

numbers of German tourists are visiting the country once home to the Aztec 

empire. For this reason, the TUI GROUP has already been a key partner in this 

area for many years.

Almost eight million jobs created through tourism

Tourism in Mexico has shown considerable growth: Since 2012, the number of foreign 
visitors has grown by around 25 per cent to 29.4 million people. Since then, the travel 
industry has come to represent the country’s fourth-largest source of income. Above 
all, tourism creates opportunities for training and qualifications for the local people and 
acts as an effective way to fight poverty. It currently employs 7.9 million people along the 
supply chain. 

TUI as a key partner

A significant driving force in this positive development is the buying power of foreign 
tourists. The large travel companies play an important role here. Examples from the TUI 
GROUP include Riu, an associated company that has set up 17 hotels and clubs in Mexico 
as part of its global expansion strategy. TUI cruise ships regularly dock at harbours on the 
country’s Caribbean coast, and additional tourist air routes open up potential for further 
growth. The result of this could be seen in 2014. From the approx. 200,000 Germans trav-
elling to Mexico in 2014, around a quarter booked with TUI. The group also paved the way 
for tourists from other European countries to explore this North American destination.

The TUI GROUP always takes safety into account. Criminality still represents a large 
challenge for Mexico. However, the fact is that Mexico is also a stable, democratic country 
with many of its states having now achieved a European level of safety. This applies in 
particular to the prosperous tourist regions.

Tourism is a blessing

“For Mexico, the rising numbers of 
tourists we have been seeing for years 
now is truly a blessing. Many millions 
of people in our country earn their 
livelihood from the tourist industry. 
Tourism contributes to the increase in 
prosperity – meaning it also plays an 
important role in the expansion of our 
economy.

Take Cancún as an example. I went 
there for the first time in the 1970s 
as a fifteen-year-old. There were two 
hotels and that was it. And today?  
A few years ago, as the President of 
the 16th UN World Climate Confer-
ence I had the privilege of welcoming 
30,000 participants from around the 
world to the city. Today, tourism in 
Cancún contributes 85 per cent to the 
GDP of the region. The entrepreneuri-
al spirit of my fellow Mexicans and our 
stable, democratic society have both 
helped make this possible. But our 
foreign partners have also contribut-
ed. Without companies such as TUI, 
the sustainable upturn in the industry, 
which has created jobs for so many 
people, wouldn’t have been possible.”

Patricia Espinosa Cantellano,  
Mexican Ambassador to Germany

 
Mexico is the   

tourist destination in Latin America. 
In 2014, the country ranked at  
number 10 in the world.

The expansion of Mexico’s tour- ism industry

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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30 m
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1
Source: Secretaría de Turismo de México
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STEINMEIER:  
“I’M LOOKING FOR BRAVE 
FOUNDATIONS AS PARTNERS”
Foundations create a bridge between politicians and civil society. In doing so, 

they are a cornerstone for our societies’ foreign policies, at least according to 

German Foreign Minister Dr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier. With this in mind, the 

German Foreign Office is strengthening its communication with representa-

tives of civil society. The TUI Foundation is pleased to take part in this strategic 

dialogue.

Foundations create a bridge between society and politics

Foreign policy debates should increasingly be led with wide social 
participation. For this reason, foundations whose work transcends 
social barriers are of particular significance for foreign policy. 
Thanks to their many years of experience, they have a great deal of 
expertise at their disposal, not to mention their durable networks 
in Germany and worldwide. They unite groups of people that poli-
tics and federal institutions may sometimes find hard to reach. 

The TUI Foundation is one group that possesses such potential. 
Since its restructuring over the past year, it has promoted projects 
with a focus on Europe that increasingly transcend borders.

• “Impact4Jobs”: Youth unemployment is one of the most pressing 

issues to affect the whole of Europe. The TUI Foundation has  

developed new solutions using best practice cases. The goal is to 

look past national borders to allow successful approaches to be 

applied in other countries.

• “Understanding Europe”: Young Europeans are becoming in-

creasingly sceptical about the EU. The TUI Foundation has teamed 

up with the Schwarzkopf Foundation to teach EU compact courses 

to familiarise young people with the idea of Europe and to promote 

more political participation. The positive experiences from this pro-

ject in Germany will also be used in Holland and Spain in the future.

Symposium starts a strategic dialogue

German foundations, working with the German Foreign Office, are striving to achieve a 
more intensive dialogue in the future. For this reason, the TUI Foundation has collaborat-
ed with the Robert Bosch Foundation, the Bertelsmann Foundation and the Schwarzkopf 
Foundation to initiate the Young Europe symposium: “On the Way to a Foreign Policy of 
Societies” in November 2015. As of the beginning of 2016, the participating foundations 
are already continuing the dialogue that they opened up. The first specific projects were 
discussed at a meeting of experts, with the German Foreign Office and the foundations in 
attendance.

“Social co-operation is no longer 
something that is simply ‘nice to 
have’, but is rather a constitutive 
component of our foreign policy. [...] 
I’m looking for brave foundations as 
partners – each with greater free-
dom, their own profile and their own 
strengths.”

Dr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier,  
German Foreign Minister

“Co-operation between diplomats, 
the state and civil society is becoming 
more important in today’s complex 
world. Foundations can accompany 
societal changes with their work and 
often have a laboratory function 
when it comes to transferring innova-
tive solutions from theory  
into practice.”

Thomas Ellerbeck, Chairman  
of the Board of Trustees of the  
TUI Foundation

Symposium on 30th November 2015 in the German Foreign Office in Berlin, from left  
to right: Aart De Geus (Chairman Executive Board of the Bertelsmann Foundation),  
Prof. Dr. Joachim Rogall (Executive Director of the Robert Bosch Foundation),  
Dr. Frank-Walter Steinmeier (German Foreign Minister), Thomas Ellerbeck (Chairman of  
the Board of Trustees of the TUI Foundation) and André Schmitz-Schwarzkopf (Chairman  
of the Board of the Schwarzkopf Foundation)
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NOTIFICATIONS: 

STUDY: TOURISM CREATES 1.8 MILLION JOBS  
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Tourism offers emerging and developing economies prospects for creating good jobs and 
increasing prosperity. This is according to a new study from the Federal Association of the 
German Tourist Industry (BTW). German tourists, numbering over eleven million, spent 
a total of 13.5 billion euros in emerging and developing economies in 2012. This created 
738,000 jobs. This means that the money spent by 15 German tourists directly creates 
a job in the tourism industry. Other areas, such as crafts, building and retail, also benefit 
from this. These developments, known as indirect and induced effects, push the total 
contribution of German tourists to the GDPs of holiday destinations to over 19 billion 
euros – money that flows directly into regional economic cycles. 

 
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH IN FOCUS
How can growth rates in the tourist sector be aligned with sustainability targets?  
The answers offer political representatives important indications of how environmental, 
social and economic frameworks should be structured. That’s why questions of sustaina-
bility are focussed upon time and again in policyLOUNGE events at the TUI GROUP office 
in Berlin – as was the case in November 2015, when Jane Ashton, Director of Sustaina-
bility at the TUI GROUP, presented the group’s sustainability strategy “Better Holidays, 
Better World”. 

The main focus is on cruise tourism. The industry expects 22.2 million passengers for 
2015 worldwide. This represents a 6.9 per cent increase in turnover compared to the  
previous year. This considerable growth rate throws up further questions, which Wybcke 
Meier, Director of TUI Cruises, posed to her delegates and their employees at the  
beginning of October 2015. The TUI cruise line currently uses the two cruise ships with 
the lowest emissions in the world – and their planned new vessels will be further  
optimised.

JOBS: DIVERSE OPPORTUNITIES FOR  
YOUNG PEOPLE
In Germany alone, the TUI GROUP is currently training around 580 young people in 
twelve different professions. The training quota rose by 5.8 per cent in 2015. As well 
as the classic training routes, TUI is also co-operating with universities and providing 
students with insights into the group and offering them attractive offers for starting their 
professional careers upon finishing their studies. A considerable cornerstone of this is the 
International Graduate Leadership Programme, which spans across the group. This com-
mitment has been rewarded in our ranking from TheJobCrowd, an evaluation of employ-
ers by university graduates. TUI achieved first place in the tourism and leisure industries 
in Great Britain.

E�ects of tourism in emerging and 
developing countries in 2012

Direct jobs

Indirect and induced jobs

738 ,000

1 ,062 ,000

Direct contribution to GDP

Indirect and induced contributions to GDP

6.9 bn €

12.3 bn €

Jane Ashton, 
Director of Sustainability for the TUI GROUP

Wybcke Meier, 
Director of TUI Cruises

Source: BTW

policyLOUNGE :
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TUI GROUP – CONTACT US

Thomas Ellerbeck 
Member of the TUI Group Executive Committee

E-mail: thomas.ellerbeck@tui.com 
Telephone: +49 (0)511 566-6000 | +49 (0)30 6090 2060-60

Frank Püttmann 
Head of Public Policy

E-mail: frank.puettmann@tui.com 
Telephone: +49 (0)30 6090 2060-30

Dr. Marc Drögemöller 
Senior Manager Public Policy

E-mail: marc.droegemoeller@tui.com 
Telephone: +49 (0)30 6090 2060-31

Mike Brauner 
Senior Manager Sustainable Development

E-mail: mike.brauner@tui.com 
Telephone: +49 (0)511 566-2205

Birgitt Hillerich 
Political Consultant

E-mail: birgitt.hillerich@tui.com 
Telephone: +49 (0)30 6090 2060-61

Overview of the TUI GROUP

Global company – headquartered in Germany
More than 30 million customers from 31 sources 
travelling in 180 countries worldwide

Turnover 20 billion euros*

Adjusted EBITA 1 billion euros*
Over 300 hotels belonging to the group, with 
210,000 beds

A FTSE-100 company Around 140 aircraft in 6 airlines

Market capitalisation 9 billion euros** 13 cruise ships

76,000 employees in 130 countries Around 1,800 of our own travel agencies in Europe

*Numbers based on business year 2014/15
** As of 10th December 2015


